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News Briefs
Rose acquires land
east of campus
by Craig Stucky
Rose-Hulman's plans for the
future now include the possible
purchase of a nine acre plot of
land east of campus (the
Skinner Hall/fraternity row
side).
Negotiations are currently
underway with a private owner through a realitor to buy the
land. On it currently rest a
three room brick house, storage buildings, and a small
pond.
According to Tom Mason,
Vice President for Administration and Finance, the land is
being bought with "long term
uses in mind." One possible

use suggested by Mason was
the future relocation of some
fraternities from in town to on
campus. This ,however, would
probably not occur in the immediate future due to the fact
that another privately owned
strip of land separates RoseHulman's current property
from the perspective plot.
As a price has yet to be
agreed upon, an exact purchase amount was not available. But Mason said that "we
are looking at(paying) market
value" for the property. He
added that the deal should be
easily finalized by the end of
December.

Rose-Hulman debate team sweeps
Transylvania University tournament
The Rose-Hulman debate
team won both first and second
place in the Johan Harlan Invitational Debate Tournament
held at Transylvania University in Lexington, Kentucky on
Oct. 28 and 29.
The team composed of Henry Kim, sophomore, and
Michael Landewe, freshman,
won five of their preliminary
rounds while losing only one
debate. In their semi-final
elimination round they defeated Berea College by a score of
2-1.
The team composed of Kevin
Gilbert, freshman, and Daniel
Boxeth,freshman, won four of
their preliminary rounds while
losing only two debates. In
their semi-final elimination
round they defeated Austin
Peay State University of Tennessee by a score of 3-0. Both

Rose-Hulman teams advanced
to the final elimination round,
thus winning both first and
second places in a tournament.
The week before at the
Southwest Missouri University
Debate tournament, these two
teams had acheived a 3-3 winloss record and had not advanced to the elimination
rounds. Two other RoseHulman teams composed of
Jeff Darnell/Steve Taylor and
Chad Taylor David Rikkers
had achieved a 3-3 and 2-4 record.
With the win at the Transylvania tournament, Rose has
gained 26 points toward the
Cross-Examination Debate
Association National points
standing. This record should
place Rose in the top ten teams
in the Midwestern Region at
this point in the season.

Rose students participate in
model U.N. conference
Ten Rose students travelled
to Butler University in Indianapolis for competition in the
Model United Nations Security
Council. The conference was
held from Nov. 10-12.
At Model U.N. conferences,
delegates must prepare to
represent a nation, roleplaying that nation when dealing with matters of international concern. Participants must research the country that they represent and become informed on the stand
that "their" nation would take
on major international issues.
The debates within the
Security Council sessions can
be intense. Awards are given
to those delegates who
represent their nation the best
through their speeches, lobbying tactics and courses of action.
Rose-Hulman's team
brought home five of the 18
awards given at the Butler
University competition.
Awards were given to Russell Luzetski and Rob Spence
as the Best Delegation,second
runner up for their portrayal of
the USSR.
Seenu Sarma and Chris Sadday were selected as the Best

Delegation in their council for
their role as the U.S.
Chadd Taylor and Bryan
Shoultz were chosen as Best
Delegation, first runner up for
their representation of
Zambia.
In addition, two students
won individual awards for
their participation. Rob
Spence representing the USSR
and Seenu Sarma representing
the U.S. both received Best
Delegates awards in their respective councils.
The Model U.N.team will begin preparation for their next
competition to be held in Feb.
at Indiana University. In the
spring, the team will make a
trip to New York to the National Model U.N.
The Model U.N. competition
is open to all Rose-Hulman students who are interested in international events and who are
willing to give some time in
preparing for competitions.
The team meets each Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. in room A-101
in Moench Hall. More information can be obtained by contacting a team member or
Thad Smith,faculty sponsor of
the activity.
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Rose-Hulman delegation visits Chinese
university to discuss exchange program
A ten-person delegation of faculty and administrators from
Rose visited the People's Republic of China where they met with
officials of Zhejiang University to
finalize details for a student and
faculty exchange program between the two colleges.
James Eifert, dean of faculty
and vice president for academic
affairs, said the purpose of the
week-long visit was to determine
specific educational and cultural
opportunities that would be beneficial to Rose-Hulman students or
faculty who would travel to Zhejiang University for a short or extended period of time.
"The visit will also help us better understand the needs of
Chinese students and faculty who
will hopefully come to study,
teach and do research at Rose-

Hulman," he added.
In May, Rose-Hulman's Board
of Managers approved a proposal
to establish the exchange program.
The local delegation included
representatives from seven academic departments plus administrators from the Logan Library,
and offices of admissions and student affairs. Heading up the group
was John Ying, professor of economics.
-This is a fact-finding trip that
is a preliminatry activity to the
exchange of student and faculty
scholars," Eifert explained.
"In any international exchange
program there are certain problems, such as language, that
must be lessened to make the interchange rewarding. This tour
will help both colleges understand

how those barriers can be overcome."
During their stay at the university, each member of the group
gave a formal presentation and
toured a variety of educational
facilities ranging from research
labs to student housing.
Eifert hopes that a similar
Chinese delegation will visit RoseHulman next spring so that the
first exchange of students and faculty can begin during the summer.
Zhejian University is one of 37
institutions of higher education in
Zhejiang Province which is located in east central China on the
Pacific coast. The university is
also one of six engineering or natural science institutions in the
province.

Eifert: Learn to navigate 'rapids' of change
by James R. Eifert
Change is something that we resist, accept grudgingly or
embrace willingly as a normal
and natural fact of life. I believe
that the third option is the one that
produces the least stress and provides the greatest opportunity to
optimize the benefical outcomes
of change.
I believe that the ability to see
change as a positive force in our
lives is rooted in acceptance of the
fact that change is an internally
driven process as well as an external one.
We tend to resent externally
driven change. It appears to be an
imposition on our freedom and
sense of self-determination. This
resentment may lead to the conclusion that all change must be
resisted as an infringement on our
lives.
I believe that a closer examination will show that change is really systemic to each of us as human
beings and is, therefore, a natural
human process to be tolerated or

even sought and fostered in good
measure.
As a child, teenager and young
adult, I recall the cyclic feelings
of turmoil and serenity in my life.
The title of Robert Theobald's
book, The Rapids of Change, presents an appropriate analogy:
periods of lazy quiet water separated by stretches of tumultuous
upheaval and bouncing off the
rocks. First leaving the house and
going to school.
Surely we all remember the
trauma that this change introduced into our lives. Early teen
years with the emergence of a social life based outside the family.
Issues of acceptance and new relationships were the changes that
dominateed our lives.
I always assumed that these
transitions were a part of being
very young and that eventually
life would settle down to a long flat
stretch of water that would drift
into a quiet death at some ripe old
age. This misconception was
suppported by the fact that the
"rapids" on my "river" seemed

to be getting farther apart and
seemed to be getting easier to
negotiate.
In retrospect, I now see that
"whitewater" was beginning to
look flatter to me because of my
increased experience as a navigator.
The expected serenity of older
adulthood turns out to be continuing changes of lifestyle because of
marriage, children, career incapacity, the limits of one's own
ability and the encounter with
one's own mortality.
While some of these things seem
unmanageable, the collected experience always seems to prepare
us for the next change. The only
constant is the inevitability of the
next change.
The point I really wish to make
is that I believe that the changes
continue throughout life, and we
will be better off if we keep our
paddles in the water and enjoy the
ride rather than constantly fighting the inevitable. I hope that the
year-long series on change will be
an opportunity for all of us to hone
our changemanship skills.

Making the grade without pressure and pain
— Positive visualization
EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the last of your nervous system are being
of a five part series by Robert J. excited as they would be if you
Kregel, Ph.D., best selling au- were really doing that activity.
thor, former All-American The body can't distinguish beathlete and mental coach for tween an actual experience and a
many Olympic and world class very clearly held picture in the
athletes. Kriegel gives speeches mind.
and does consulting for major
Thinking about "the don'ts" is
corporations worldwide on peak
actually rehearsing failure. It
perfomance, leadership and
also causes enormous stress, and
strategies for dealing with stress
has become the plague of
change.
college campuses.
by Robert J. Kriegel, Ph.D.
To overcome the don'ts, think
"Don't get nervous;" "Don't
say this;""Don't look at that...;" about what you want to do, rather
than
what you don't. In a pressure
"Don't think about..." People
often defeat themselves before situation visualize a win. How
would
it look? What would you be
they go into a pressure situation
by thinking about what they don't doing? How would you be feeling.
Imagine it as clearly as possible.
want to do.
Thinking about what you don't
There have been many exwant to do can actually make it periments indicating positive
happen. It's like the golfer at the effects of visualization. One study
water hole. As she prepares to involved three groups of students
swing, she thinks, "Don't hit it in shooting basketball foul shots.
the water." Where does it always One group physically practiced
go? Plunk — like radar — into the foul shots for 30 minutes a day.
middle of the water.
The second group did nothing. The
Let me explain why that hap- third group visualized themselves
pens. The mind is an incredibly shooting foul shots for 20 minutes
powerful tool. Research shows a day.
that when you picture something
At the end of 20 days, the group
in your mind the same pathways that actually practiced improved

24 percent. The group that did
nothing showed no improvement.•
The groups that only visualized
themselves shooting fouls improved 23 percent.
Jack Nicklaus, one of the greatest golfers ever, attributes 10 percent of his success to his setup, 40
percent to his stance and 50 percent to the mental imagery he
does before he takes each stroke.
Picturing what you do rather
than what you don't want to hare
happen works for more than
sports. It is effective for increasing confidence and preparing for
any type of situation. Time, Inc.
Chairman Dick Munro told me
that as part of his preparation for
any important speech he imagines the whole environment. "I
will see it in my mind, what it
looks like, who will be there, how
they will be seated." Then he
"sees" how he will come across,
how he will look, what he will be
saying and the positive result.
Many peak performers that I
have interviewed in business,
politics, medicine,law,the arts as
well in school use mental imagery
to prepare for pressure situations.
You can, too.
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Opinion and Columns

Letters to the Editor
Dear Mr. Editor:
Recently I was contacted by
Rose-Hulman and asked to"
help meet the challenges of
continued excellence by
supporting my college." This
request created for me a rather serious dilemma.
Even though I just graduted in 1987, I have already
been able to reap the benefits
of my RHIT education. My
Rose-Hulman Electrical
Engineering degree helped me
land a good-paying temporary
job with the Department of Defense while I was waiting to enter active duty with the United
States Air Force.
Although I want to help
members of future RoseHulman graduating classes
collect the same benefits I did,
I have one serious misgiving
about donating money to Rose.
My problem is that RHIT is not
a coeducational school.
Since my graduation in May,
1987, I have dreaded the day
that I would be asked to contribute money to Rose. I have
always felt that it is the epitome of hypocrisy to allow
women to teach but not allow
them to learn. I have never
been able to support this concept, and do not want to finance such an affront to the
rights of women.
With the birth of my first
child, Rebecca Elizabeth, in.
June, my problem was compounded. How can I justify giving money to an institution
which my daughter cannot at-

Dear Sir:
The pupose of this letter is to
remind all of our RHIT family
of the hazard associated with
making the left turn into the
main campus entrance from
highway 40.
Many of us pull up and wait
for a chance to turn left with
the wheels of our vehicle
already turned. The potential
for a serious wreck exists for,
if the car behind ours fails to

tend, w' n I could be investing
that fr, y in her education?
My solu, ')n is this:
Since September, 1988, I
have been depositing
roughly two percent of my
paycheek in a savings
account for my daughter's
college education. Even ill
receive no raises, this
money will total more than
$15,000 (counting 6.00(4 annual interest, compounded
monthly) when Rebecca is
ready for college. (This figure based on a worst case
scenario, as the money will
be invested for higher yield,
and I will receive raises.)
Starting in January of
1989, I will begin depositing
another two percent of my
paycheck. This money will
be held for Rose-Hulman,
and delivered when Rose
becomes a coeducational
school. If, however, this
does not happen in time to
benefit my daughter (i.e. by
about the year 2005), all the
money goes to Rebecca for
her education.
In short, when Rose-Hulman
takes the big step into the 1980s
socially, and not merely technologically, you will receive
my financial support. You will
also open yourself up to a better class of students, since you
will not be automatically
eliminating half of the nation's
best young minds.
Thank you for your time,
Richard R. Robinson
Class of 1987

stop and collides with ours, we
will be pushed into the westbound traffic lane.
Also, in cold weather, one's
car may not respond quite as
well to the push on the
accelerator. If the car stalls or
balks as the turn is being
made, a broadside collision
may result. Make sure that you
have plenty of time to get onto
the campus.
Yours truly,
Prof. John H. Derry
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Just for the Record: ...And Justice for All
by Vince Klortho
Metallica may well be the most
exciting band in rock n' roll right
now. A surprise addition to Van
Halen's Monsters of Rock tour,
the band actually tended to upstage the acts that followed. Their
previous release, Garage Days
Re-Revisited, was an EP of cover
versions of old punk tunes. The
album cover was labeled, "The
$5.98 EP, do not pay more!"
Obviously this is a band that does
not choose to follow the music industry's rules but manages to
come out ahead anyway.
...And Justice for All,the band's
first album in over two years,continues the Metallica tradition of
being the heaviest in heavy metal.
Nine songs and sixty-five minutes
long, the band decided to release
the album on two records because, as a label on the front proclaims,"If we put it on one record
it would sound like s!*t." Yet the
album still sells for the single record price ("The $9.98 double
album, do not pay more!"?) because, as in the past, the band is
out to make music, not money.

Columnist

Photographers

NAVY MEDICINE.

MEDICAL SCHOLARSHIPS
UNIQUE CAREER FOR MATH/SCIENCE MAJORS
UNLIMITED CAREER POTENTIAL FOR NURSES
NAVY MEDICAL TEAM

offers a professional career plus
The
the unique benefits and rewarding lifestyle as a Navy officer.

EXCELLENT MEDICAL FACILITIES
COMPETITIVE SALARY & BENEFITS
NAVY OFFICER FRINGE BENEFITS

Bobby Woolf, Ron Dippold
Marc Dunn

Matt McDonough, Joe Forler, Matt Morris, Tim Marling

Probably the most controversial song on the album will
be "To live is to Die." Alarmist
children's advocacy groups may
quickly jump on that title as reason to have the song banned. They

will certainly be surprised to find
out that the song is actually a ten
minute instrumental containing a
bare thirty seconds of actual
lyrics. But heavy metal songs
have died in the past based solely
on their titles and this one may.
well join that group.
One might think that an album
that has premiered at number
seven on the Billboard Top Fifty
Albums chart would get a great
deal of commercial radio airplay,
but there simply is no place for
violent sounding seven minute
songs alongside the likes of Peter
Cetera and New Edition. The
truly amazing thing about Metallica is how their albums keep going multi-platinum with practically zero radio exposure.(They
also have never released a music
video, so there's no M-TV exposure either.)
As a Rolling Stone review of this
same album pointed out, rock n'
roll used to be rebellious, but now
it's mostly conformist. Metallica
is definitely a band that does
things its own way and waits for
the public at large to catch up.It's
an interesting approach.

Where you go in your profession often has a lot to do with where
you start. If you want to make the most of your potential, look into
the many opportunities available in

P.J. Hinton,

Tim Mulzer,

And they're making a lot of money
anyway.
As the title suggests, the theme
of this album is that there really is
no justice in this world. The title
track proclaims that the courts
are run by the rich who subsequently always win. "The
Shortest Straw" refers to the
blacklisting of the McCarthy '50's
and the fact that people with
different ideas back then were
automatically shunned by society. Similarly, "Eye of the Beholder" outlines how people are
allowed to do whatever they want
as long as it isn't anything that
might be judged as nonconforming("You can do it your own way!
if it's done just how I say").
"Blackened" points out that the
decision to push the button will be
the last decision ever made, and
"Dyer's Eve" may well become
the ultimate teen rebellion song.

GROW WITH A
FIRST RATE MEDICAL TEAM

Jeff Valput, Keith Miller

Sportswriters

I

A Navy Medical Programs representative will be on campus

DECEMBER 7 from 9 A.M. to 4:30 P.M.

Layout

The Editors

Make an appointment at the Placement Office, or call ahead for information

Adviser

David Piker

1-800-527-8836

The Rose Thorn welcomes letters or comments from
readers. Articles, ideas, and announcements are also
desired. In view of length constraints, we reserve the
right to limit the lengths of comments and use excerpts
from letters. All submitted material must be signed. All
material should be submitted at least one week prior to
publication.
Salli.
,
31113•121.7:-.....-01:12,,

NAVY OFFICER
You are Tomorrow.
You are the Navy.
:Tr
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Football season '88: A brief overview
by Marc Dunn
Rose-Hulman might as well just
rewrite the football record book.
With another excellent season for
Rose football, along came a string
of new records long enought to
have a book dedicated to the 1988
season alone.
Finishing 8-2 for the season,
Rose once again captured the
CAC Championship for the second
time in three years and made that
three-year record an impressive
25-5.
The season started off with a
rainy loss to Millsaps 14-13, which
dampened spirits, but brought the
Gridders back to reality.
Coming into the second game
the team was ready, outscoring
Hanover 33-27, and starting Rose
on a streak that would only be
broken once.
Knocking out Washington cold
35-14 in the third game, in frigid
weather. Rose only continued to
show improvement.
Coming off a home win the team
headed off to the windy city to
play the University of Chicago.
Putting on an impressive offensive and defensive show, the
Rose-Hulman Football Team
blew over Chicago 34-7.
It was in the fifth game,that the
streak was momentarily and
quite abruptly halted, by a loss to
Taylor 21-10. That was the last
time that the 1988 football squad
would feel defeat.
With half the season left, Rose
was determined to win. In front of
a homecoming crowd of over 3500
fans, Rose embarrassed Evansville 42-10.

he photo

Coach Duncan gives Scott Thomas (26) a little advice.

GOVERNMENT HOMES!
$1.00 (U repair)
;
;

CALL (REFUNDABLE)

;

•

1-518-459-3546
EXT. H 3770 for listings

to
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HAIRCUTS

I

01.4.

FOR

$7.75

(From Conservative to Contemporary)

PERMS

FOR

$26.00 &

UP

(From Bodywaves to Curly)

Style Cut

GET THE BEST IN HAIR CARE WITH REDKEN - IMAGE - PAUL MITCHELL

Layer & Feathered

NO APPT.
NECESSARY

$5.50

NO APPT.
NECESSARY

2340768
-
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REG. $6.50
JOBS IN AUSTRALIA

Expires 12-16-88

His N Hers
Hairstyling World
232-0631

Ciristmas Party
8c QIarø1ixtg

Immediate Opening for Men & Women
$11,000 to $60,000
Construction, Manufacturing, Nurses,
Secretarial Work, Engineering, Sales
Hundreds of Jobs Listed

December 5

CALL NOW! 206-736-7000
EXT. 2432A

Minutes from Campus
sir
We match all tan ads — bring them in Ilk
All Tans $1.75 Der session
ArAdirAirilr.41.740r..41
,
4

6 - 9 p.m.

INSTANT CREDIT!
Start making credit purchases IMMEDIATELY! We
will send you a Members
Credit Card at once with
NO CREDIT CHECK. Buy an
Jewelry, Clothing ,Sporting Goods ,Watches, Electronics & MORE! All with
iinstallment payments out
1 of our "Giant 100+ Pages
Catalog." Take 12 months
to repay. Your personal
credit card is a -second
I.D.- valuable for check
cashing, etc. plus your
Students Credit Group
A-1 reference will be on
file to help you obtain
other credit cards. So
send in your $5 catalog
deposit now. (refundable
with your first order)
Establoh your credd today!
100% Satiltaction Guaranteed
(or your Money Back)

Join us for a fun evening of
sharing the holiday spirit with
others.

...................,
•i FIREWOOD i
SALE !
FOR
!
Indiana Hardwoods I
I Various
•
Air Dried
• We Deliver/You Stack

•

I

•

Students

AO,

MR151033315

$50 a traitor load

.

@, 34 cord
Contact Dave Gahimer
Ext. 227

•

ALASKA

touchdowns (65), as well as season records for attempts (365),
completions (206), yards (2,562)
and touchdowns (15). His season
marks for attempts, completions,
and yards also set new records in
the CAC books.
Duff's accomplishments were
not alone though. Greg Kremer
set the school's career tackles
mark at 414 while playing
linebacker for Rose.
Other incredible players that
will be leaving Rose are tailback
Tony Broadnax, a 1000-yard runner for the past two seasons; right
tackle Keith Woodason, a fouryear starter; Left tackle Jay
Binder and linebacker Pat Thomas, leading tackler this season
with 99, and the other member of
the awesome Kremer-Thomas
linebacking duo. Other important
seniors, in this season, are fullback Rob Messmer, the season's
leading scorer with 11 touchdowns; offensive guard Curtis
Roupe, tight end Joe Leslie, cornerback Ken Pierce, defensive
tackle Mike Tresemer, defensive
end Steve Hanagan, and nose
guard Jeff Saxton.
With twenty-one players making first team or honorable mention All-Conference selections,
Rose can be proud. Rose is losing
a lot of great players, but preparations have all ready started for
next year. Rose-Hulman is a
school of over-achievers and the
1988 football season has proved
that athletics is no exception for
the men of Rose.

1988-89 Rose-Hulman Basketball Schedule
OPPONENT

Illinois College
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
R.H. INVIT.
Brescia vs. Manchester
Rose-Holman vs. MacMurray
Dec 16-17 DePauw Invit.
DePauw vs. III. Benedictine
Rose-Hulman vs. Kalamazoo
Kalamazoo Invit.
Dec. 30-31
Rose-Hulman vs. Nazareth
Kalamazoo vs. Earlham
Manchester College
Jan. 5
WABASH COLLEGE
Jan. 10
Jan. 14
Rhodes College*
Jan. 17
Earlham College*
Jan. 20
CENTRE COLLEGE*
Jan. 24
Taylor University
Jan. 27
RHODES COLLEGE*
SEWANEE*
Jan. 29
Pell 3
Sewanee*
Feb. 4
Fisk University*
Feb. 8
Centre College*
FISK UNIVERSITY*
Feb. 11
Feb. 14
EARLHAM COLLEGE*
DEPAUW UNIVERSITY
Feb. 17
Feb. 21
GREENVILLE COLLEGE
'College Athletic Conference games

TIME

SITE

3 PM
7:30 PM

Jacksonville, IL
Home
Home

6 PM
8 PM
Greencastle
6 PM
8 PM
Kalamazoo, Mich.
6 PM
8 PM
7:30 PM
7:30 PM
7:30 PM
7:30 PM
7:30 PM
7:30 PM
7:30 PM
3 PM
7:30 PM
7 PM
7:30 PM
7:30 PM
7:30 PM
7:30 PM
7:30 PM

Logging, Construction,
Fishing, Nurses,
Teachers, Etc.

EXCELLENT PAY
For more information call

206-748-7544
ext. A-418

THE HAIR JUNCTION
1737 N. 3rd • Amada Plaza
232-7375
$600
(Peg. $9.00)

HAIR CUTS
PERMS (Reg. $34.95 & Up)

FORMULATE
YOUR FUTURE
Engineering and science
students, the Air Force needs
you. Your degree plus Air Force
ROTC equals a commission as an Air
Force officer. You'll really use your degree and
work at the forefront of technolo& Find out
about our success formula and Air Force
ROTC scholarships. Contact:
CAPT JON COOPER
812-237-2657

$28951

ALSO STUDENT DISCOUNTS
ON ALL OTHER SERVICES

I
E

exclusively
"•

N. Manchester
Home
Memphis, TN
Richmond
Home
Upland
Home
Home
Sewanee, TN
Nashville, TN
Danville, KY
Home
Home
Home
Home

Now Hiring

I—

ctl

MEMBERSFORT
r."°""
9
LAUDERDALE,

(Will Train)

Excellent Pay + World Travel
Hawaii, Bahamas, Caribbean, Etc.
CALL NOW! 206-736-7000
EXT. 2432C

nib

I CAM

CRUISE SHIPS
Now Hiring Men'and Women
Summer & Career Opportunities

United Ministries Center
321 North 7th

IFFY Tar

Lairs=

This season marks the third incredible season for Rose-Hulman
and the end of a college football
career for some of Rose's greatest
players. Of course, the first
record-breaker who probably
comes to mind is Jason Duff. As
quarterback, Jason broke eight
Rose-Hulman and three CAC records. His records include career
passing attempts (954), completions (524), yards (6,318) and

Dec. 3
Dec. 6
Dec. 9-10

515 Wabash
(Waizts

COUPON! • OPEN TIL 9

— 1440 S. 25th

..."twenty-one players making first team
or honorable mention
All-Conference selection..."

DATE

! HI GUYS !
11oct7frztown c=4-fait

• Foreclosures Tax Delinquent Property.
Now Selling - This Area!

Heading out for two away
games, Rose checked off two
more wins beating Centre College
20-12 and taking out Sewanee 3426.
It was in the last home game of
the season, that Rose would meet
the only team to defeated them in
1987, Rhodes College of Memphis
TN., with an 8-0, record going into
the competition. In front of a
Dad's Day crowd, the team shut
down the explosive offense of
Rhodes and upset the Lynx 27-0.
Wrapping up the season with an
away game and still riding,high
from the previous win against
Rhodes, the men from RoseHulman easily defeated Earlham
45-21.

Leaden-ship EareUence Starts Here
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Humor/Satire
by Andrew Conru

URNOCSLAND

by Berke Breathed
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TOP 10 Reasons to

Come Back from Fall Break
1. Mom's cooking just can't compare with
Mark's.
2. Forgot my stereo.
3. Pete and Tom missed me.
4. Florida is too crowded this time of year.
5. Too much pure oxygen can make you
blind.
6. You'd only spend the tuition money on
foolish stuff, like fast cars, faster
women and a new stereo.
7. Leave before your parents find out
you're not really going to MIT.
8. And miss those stimulating lectures?
9. Their Business Office knows where you
live, and so does their hitman, Dr.
Thong.
10. Leaving before the report card arrives
is a good survival tactic.
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